Introduction
Agilent Technologies pulse generators are a necessity in the world of semiconductor test clocks and digital communication clocks.

Many customers need the ability to generate more than one clock signal simultaneously and at multiple frequencies. The 81110A is a perfect fit for functional tests of the Gbit chip in the dual clock mode. Using the pattern capability, it is easy to create the necessary clock signals, one at 150 MHz and the other at 30 MHz.

With 0.01% in PLL mode frequency, accuracy is ten times better than the clock requirement of 0.1%.

For additional margin testing, the 81110A offers you glitch free change of any timing parameter.

Required equipment for Lab 2:
• 1x Pulse/Pattern generator (81110A + 2x 81111A or 2x 81112A)
• 1x Infiniium oscilloscope
• 3x BNC cables

How to hook up the instruments:
1. Connect STROBE OUT (pulse/pattern generator) to Trig In (scope).
2. Connect OUTPUT 1 (pulse/pattern generator) to Channel 1 (scope).
3. Connect OUTPUT 2 (pulse/pattern generator) to Channel 2 (scope).

Figure 1: The setup of an Agilent pulse generator and Infiniium oscilloscope

Figure 2: Different frequencies at each output channel
So what do you expect from a pulse generator during a functional test of a Gbit chip?

You need:
• two output channels (figure 3)
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• programmable patterns of NRZ-Pulses (figure 4)
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• 300 MHz maximum frequency
• a high frequency accuracy of at least 0.1% (figure 5)

Figure 5
Now let’s set up the signal for the Gbit test (as shown in the screen shots) and have a look at the resultant pulse on the scope.

**Step 1:** First, reset the instrument by selecting **RECALL + 0** (SHIFT, STORE + 0).

Select **CONTINUOUS PATTERN** of **NRZ-PULSES** at both Outputs in the **TRG-MODE** menu.

**Step 2:** Set up the above bit pattern in the **PATTERN** menu. Start with setting the **LAST** bit to 10

**Step 3:** You can press the **PATTERN** key again to view the pulses.

**Step 4:** Set the frequency to 300 MHz in the **TIMING** menu. This is the frequency of the bit stream when in the **PATTERN** mode.

**Step 5:** Go to the **LEVELS** menu to set the appropriate clock output voltages and switch on both outputs.

**Step 6:** View the resultant pulse on a 54845A Infinium Oscilloscope.

The 81111A output channel goes up to 165 MHz and the timing system of the 81110A has a frequency up to 330 MHz. In this application, if the 81111A is installed and the frequency is set to 330 MHz, then you will receive a warning that the 81110A has been over-programmed (in this mode, the specs. are no longer guaranteed). In this case it is not critical, because the actual bit frequency is 150 MHz. The warning does not appear if the 81112A output channels (330 MHz) have been installed.

Over-programmed values can only be entered with **DATA ENTRY** keys or by using **SHIFT + MODIFY** knob.
Related Literature

- **Agilent Family of Pulse/Pattern Generators**, brochure 5980-0489E
- **Agilent 81130A Pulse/Data Generator**, data sheet 5967-6237E
- **Agilent 81110A/81104A Pulse/Pattern Generators**, data sheet 5967-5984E
- **Agilent 81101A Pulse Generator**, data sheet 5967-6274E
- **Radar Distance Test to Airborne Planes**, product note 1 5968-5843E
- **Magneto-Optical Disk Drive Research**, product note 3 5968-5845E
- **Simulation of Jittering Synchronization Signals for Video Interfaces**, product note 4 5968-5846E

For more information visit us at www.agilent.com/find/pulse_generator
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Agilent Technologies’ Test and Measurement Support, Services, and Assistance

Agilent Technologies aims to maximize the value you receive, while minimizing your risk and problems. We strive to ensure that you get the test and measurement capabilities you paid for and obtain the support you need. Our extensive support resources and services can help you choose the right Agilent products for your applications and apply them successfully. Every instrument and system we sell has a global warranty. Support is available for at least five years beyond the production life of the product. Two concepts underlie Agilent’s overall support policy: “Our Promise” and “Your Advantage.”

**Our Promise**

“Our Promise” means your Agilent test and measurement equipment will meet its advertised performance and functionality. When you are choosing new equipment, we will help you with product information, including realistic performance specifications and practical recommendations from experienced test engineers. When you use Agilent equipment, we can verify that it works properly, help with product operation, and provide basic measurement assistance for the use of specified capabilities, at no extra cost upon request. Many self-help tools are available.

**Your Advantage**

“Your Advantage” means that Agilent offers a wide range of additional expert test and measurement services, which you can purchase according to your unique technical and business needs. Solve problems efficiently and gain a competitive edge by contracting us for calibration, extra-cost upgrades, out-of-warranty repairs, and on-site education and training, as well as design, system integration, project management, and other professional services. Experienced Agilent engineers and technicians worldwide can help you maximize your productivity, optimize the return on investment of your Agilent instruments and systems, and obtain dependable measurement accuracy for the life of those products.
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Get the latest information on the products and applications you select.

Agilent T&M Software and Connectivity

Agilent’s Test and Measurement software and connectivity products, solutions and developer network allows you to take time out of connecting your instruments to your computer with tools based on PC standards, so you can focus on your tasks, not on your connections. Visit www.agilent.com/find/connectivity for more information.
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www.agilent.com/find/emailupdates

Get the latest information on the products and applications you select.
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**Agilent Email Updates**

www.agilent.com/find/emailupdates

Get the latest information on the products and applications you select.